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Abstract—3D printing is revolutionizing the next-generation
manufacturing industry. With increasing design complexity, com-
putation in the prefabrication process is becoming the bottleneck
of 3D printing. For example, a multi-scale, multi-material 3D
design (e.g., a bionic bone) takes a few hours or even days to
complete the prefabrication computation. Therefore, it is prudent
to improve the performance of 3D printing prefabrication. In
this paper, we investigate the computational challenges in 3D
printing. First, we develop the PBench, an open-source standard
benchmark suite for 3D printing prefabrication. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first benchmark suite for 3D
printing prefabrication. Second, we study the properties of
PBench using TotalChar, a proposed benchmark characteriza-
tion framework analyzing PBench from three complementary
dimensions, i.e., (1) microarchitecture independent analysis, (2)
architecture bottleneck analysis and (3) functional performance
analysis. Experiments show that 3D printing prefabrication can
be potentially optimized through specified function accelerator
design or parallelism exploration. Overall, this work establishes
the potential for accelerating 3D printing prefabrication.

Keywords: 3D printing, Prefabrication algorithms, Bench-
mark.

I. INTRODUCTION

3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing, refers to
a process which builds a three-dimensional (3D) object layer
by layer from digital data [11]. As an advanced manufacturing
technique, 3D printing holds the merit of affordability and
customizability. It has been changing the market trends, and
resulting in an efficient, responsive, robust and sustainable
production paradigm in a wide range of applications including
aerospace, automobile, defense, biomedical, health and energy
industries [20].

There are two steps in the standard 3D printing process.
The process input usually is a 3D design model, which is
usually designated by 3D design tools (e.g., Solidworks) or
produced by a 3D scanner. The 3D design is represented as a
triangle mesh in the STereoLithography (STL) format. There
are two main steps in the fabrication process. The first step
is a computing process that transforms a 3D design file into
a set of instruction codes, G-code, which a 3D printer can
execute. This process for a 3D printer is similar to a compiler
for a CPU, or a synthesizer for an Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). This step is also known as prefabrication or
process planning [16]. The second step is the manufacturing
process, in which the 3D printer fabricates the physical object
according to the instruction codes.

Fig. 1. The process time changes as 3D printing technology advances.

The primary fabrication time in 3D printing contains two
parts, i.e., computing time in prefabrication and processing
time in manufacturing. Our preliminary study has surveyed
the fabrication time evolution of 3D printing in the past
three decades [24], [32], [9]. Figure 1 depicts our survey
results, indicating the tremendous changes in terms of fabri-
cation resolution, design complexity and application domains.
The advances in material, process and machine development
has moved the 3D printing process from rapid prototyping
to rapid manufacturing with significantly improved manu-
facturing speed and production throughput [2]. The recent
breakthrough continuous 3D printing technology decreases the
manufacturing time by orders of magnitudes [24]. However,
the unprecedented design complexity introduced by the ex-
panded design freedom poses a significant challenge in terms
of prefabrication computation [8]. Nowadays, prefabrication
time is increasingly significant and becomes the dominating
factor in the entire 3D printing process. According to our
literature review, there are few in-depth studies focusing on
the acceleration of 3D Printing prefabrication.

The purpose of this study is to introduce the 3D printing
computation challenge within the computer society. The first
step is to understand the computational characteristics in 3D
printing prefabrication. To this end, we develop the PBench, an
open-source standard benchmark suite of 3D printing prefab-
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rication. PBench contains a set of prefabrication algorithms,
including slicing, path planning and support generation in 3D
printing, and a group of 3D design STL files. Specifically, both
coverage and representativeness are considered in the bench-
mark design, which establishes a baseline in this application.

To comprehensively understand the PBench characteristic
and provide intuition for acceleration in hardware design,
we propose TotalChar, an end-to-end performance character-
ization framework. TotalChar has three analytic dimensions:
(1) microarchitecture independent analysis, (2) architecture
bottleneck analysis and (3) functional performance analysis.
Microarchitecture independent analysis provides the funda-
mental characteristics of 3D printing prefabrication, including
computing, memory and control behaviors. Architecture bot-
tleneck analysis is to analyze the efficiency at the application
level. We find that an average 66.24% of the CPU pipeline
slots are used for useful computation, and only 3.74% slots
are dedicated to resolving branch misprediction. This result
indicates that 3D printing prefabrication can be potentially
optimized through specified function accelerator design or
parallelism exploration. In functional performance analysis, we
divide the PBench benchmarks into multiple common function
blocks. Experiments implies that the intersection and distance
computing blocks are dominant computational bottlenecks.

The contribution of this work are summarized as follows:
• We develop the PBench, a benchmark suite for the 3D

printing prefabrication. It encompasses six prefabrication
algorithms and six 3D design sets.

• We propose a comprehensive characterization frame-
work, TotalChar, which evaluates PBench from three
dimensions, including the invariant property, architecture
character and functional behavior. TotalChar can provide
comprehensive evaluation of a benchmark and potential
methods for hardware improvement.

• We analyze the characteristics of 3D printing manufac-
turing, discussing the pitfalls, challenges and direction of
accelerating 3D printing prefabrication.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In the section, we introduce the background of 3D printing
prefabrication and highlight the motivation of this work.

A. Acceleration of 3D Printing Prefabrication

Prefabrication is a mandatory step in the 3D printing pro-
cess, and its research has a long history since the birth of addi-
tive manufacturing technologies. In recent years, a few studies
have emerged on designing time-efficient prefabrication algo-
rithms in the 3D printing process. For example, Vatani et al.
enhanced the slicing algorithm using nearest distance analysis
[26]. Muller et al. presented a method to accelerate slicing
in prefabrication through downsampling of design resolution
[18]. Gregori et al. proposed an asymptotically optimal algo-
rithm for slicing [12]. Zhou et al. developed an efficient path
planning algorithm to decrease the overhead in prefabrication
[34]. These proposed methods all claims that they can improve
the time-efficiency of 3D printing prefabrication. However, in

demonstrating performance of their algorithms, these studies
employed different 3D design input files. There is a lack of
a common standard benchmark to compare the work with a
baseline. In addition, all these works study acceleration of 3D
printing fabrication from the algorithm perspective. There is no
study to address this challenge through the design of advanced
architecture and hardware.

B. Benchmark Characterization

In recent years, domain-specific acceleration has become
a research trend in computer science [7]. A few studies have
investigated benchmark design and characterization on specific
applications [19], [14], [23], [28]. For instance, Reagen et
al. proposed MachSuite for accelerator design and customized
architectures [19]. This work analyzes the microarchitecture-
dependent character of MachSuite, but it lacks direct insight on
architectural optimization. Kanev et al. profiled the character
of a warehouse-scale computer [14]. This work presents the
detailed architecture information of a warehouse-scale com-
puter and analyzes the potential methods to improve a specific
architecture. However, this method cannot be generously ap-
plied to other benchmark designs because it only focuses on
the optimization strategy towards a special type of architecture.
Therefore, to provide insights on both the invariant characters
and the methods for improving architectures, it needs a com-
prehensive benchmark characterization framework.

III. BENCHMARK SUITE DESIGN

In this study, the benchmark suite consists of two parts. One
is a set of prefabrication algorithms, and the other is a group
of appropriate input datasets of 3D design. In 3D printing
prefabrication, the input data sets are in the STL format. In
the remaining part of this section, we will discuss in detail the
design of the benchmark suite and input testbench.

A. Prefabrication Algorithm Selection

Design Space: 3D printing prefabrication contains slicing,
path planning, support generation, orientation,
repairing, packaging etc. Slicing is a computing process
converting a 3D design model to a set of 2D planar layers. It
intersects all the triangles with each slice plane and connects
the resulting segments with a group of properly oriented
closed contours. Path planning transforms a 2D sliced
contour into 1D paths, which directs the printing tools to
form the desired shape. Support generation adds physical
support to the regions that need to form the shape during the
printing process. Orientation changes the direction of the
3D object to form a more robust and concrete printing result.
Repairing corrects the input data if they are not complete
or have fault. Packaging wraps up multiple 3D design files
when multiple objects are manufactured. PBench’s design is
based on two objectives: coverage and representativeness.
Rational Design: We design PBench with respect to tow
objectives, i.e., coverage and representativeness. Coverage
requires including main computing patterns in 3D printing
prefabrication [19]. In general, there are two types of processes
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in 3D printing prefabrication workloads: basic operations
and auxiliary operations. Basic operations include slicing
and path planning, which are required in all 3D printing
processes. Auxiliary operations include support generation,
orientation, repairing, packaging, etc., which are required
for the specific printing object. In this study, PBench is
designed to contain all the basic operations, as well as the
most frequently used stage in auxiliary operations, support
generation [5], [25], [10]. In total, PBench contains three
types of operations, slicing, path planning and support
generation. Representativeness requires the chosen bench-
mark implementation to be able to substitute other similar
workloads [3]. Therefore, we choose mainstream implemen-
tation [31], [34], [24], [4] of three operations in PBench.
Specifically, PBench includes three types of slicing algorithm
implementation, two types of path planning algorithm imple-
mentation and one support generation algorithm implementa-
tion. The details are described in Section 4.

B. 3D Design Testbench

The other part of the PBench design is to include a group
of 3D design files (in STL format) to test the prefabrication
algorithms. These design testbenches are important because
different inputs can lead to significantly diverse computing
behaviors and demands. According to our literature review,
many studies use existing design testbenches. For the sake of
efficiency, we use a in total six testbenches in this study.

The inputs are selected according to the following proce-
dure: First, we collect a diverse existing 3D testbench as an
input STL pool. To form the STL pool, we search through the
internet for open-source STL files and develop a base STL pool
with 65 different STL files [15]. Second, we organize the input
STL pool with selection criteria. In this study, the criteria are
coverage, diversity and representativeness. The chosen STLs
should be able to represent the diversity of the entire STL pool.
We achieve this by constructing a two-dimension matrix for
each STL, one representing the size and the other indicating
the domain. Finally, we select these criteria to choose a pre-
defined number of STL files. The clustering strategy is adopted
in the selection process. The implementation and selected
results will be elaborated on the next section.

IV. BENCHMARK DESCRIPTION

In this section, we describe the PBench implementation in
detail through the design approach in Section 3. Specifically, in
this study we implement the prefabrication algorithm as single
thread benchmarks considering it is the most commonly used
case in practice. For 3D design testbench implementation, the
K-means algorithm [13] is employed to categorize these STL
files, and the chosen STLs are the centers of each group. We
execute K-means multiple times and choose the groups with
highest frequency.

A. Algorithm Description

Closest distance slicing (cds): Slicing cuts a 3D model layer
by layer and generates the 2D contour information [26]. The

input for slicing is STereoLithography (STL). STL contains
triangle mesh that describes the 3D object [30]. The output of
slicing is a Common Layer Interface (CLI) file, which
depicts the contour information of each layer [30]. Closest
distance slicing is the most fundamental and popular al-
gorithm for slicing [31], [26], [17]. This algorithm iterates
through all layers by computing the intersection segments
of STL with the current layer, which forms an intersection
queue. Then these segments are connected to contours using
the closest distance search through the intersection queue. The
core computation of this algorithm is the comparison with all
other segments to find the neighbor segment.
Marching slicing (ms): Slicing can also be computed
through marching, which comprises geometry information to
shorten the time for the neighboring search [21], [22]. It is
implemented by first constructing a half-edge data structure
(HEDS) to represent the geometry information of STL. Similar
to the closest distance slicing, it also slices the STL layer
by layer and connects these intersection segments to closed
contours. The difference is the method for finding the neighbor
segment. Instead of comparing through the intersection queue,
marching slicing checkes HEDS and locates the neighbor
segment.
Sampling-based slicing (sbs): Sampling-based slicing is
especially designed for continuous printing, which is an evolv-
ing technique in 3D printing that can print one entire layer
at a time [24], [33], [6]. Most 3D printers need to know
the location of points as well as the movement of printing
heads for manufacturing. This specific printer for continuous
printing only requires the information of points. Sampling-
based slicing reads the data from the STL file. First, this
algorithm rasterizes the data, changing the format from triangle
mesh to point cloud. The X and Y coordinates of each point
are defined by pixel centers (position). Second, this algorithm
converts the sampling point cloud to the image profile (point
location). It is achieved by sorting all the sampling points
according to Z-coordinates. For each position, all the sampling
points below the current slicing plane and on or above the
previous slicing plane are considered and operate on the pixel
matrix for previous layers according to the norm of each point.
If the facing down position, we enter the object, and there
should be a point at this position. If facing up, we leave the
object and there should be no point at this location. Using this
method we can produce the point location of each layer.
Rasterization path planning (rpp): Path planning specifies
the movement of the printing head based on the contours
computed by slicing [16], [34]. The input for path planning
is the CLI file, and the outputs are the points indicating the
moving location of the 3D printer head. One common method
to implement path planning is rasterization. It applies pre-
computed contours to a fine-grained mesh and computes the
intersections, and then connects the intersecting points to fill
the inside of contours. The coordinates of these connecting
lines represent the position of the printer head.
Contour offsetting path planning (copp): Another method
to implement path planning is contour offsetting [27], [4].
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Fig. 2. Design testbench profile. From left to right, these images are cylinder,
club, bull, ring, cam and impeller, respectively.

TABLE I
DESIGN TESTBENCH DESCRIPTION.

Name Size Triangle Layer Description
Cylinder 54 KB 1088 100 Simple geometry
Club 165 KB 3290 20 Daily supply
Bull 620 KB 12400 26 Animal
Ring 1.2 MB 23254 204 Daily supply
Cam 4.3 MB 86360 183 Daily supply
Impeller 28.5 MB 570982 175 Industry part

Contours are constructed by segments. Moving all segments
of a contour inward a certain distance will result in a smaller
contour of the same shape. The Contour offsetting method
repeats these steps until reaching the inner contour, or all the
regions constrained by the contour have been filled up. These
offsetting contours indicate the locations of the printer head.
Support generation (sg): Support generation computes the
positions requiring support during the manufacturing process
[5]. The input is the CLI file, and the output is a set of points
showing the support position. Support generation comprises
three steps. First, calculating the self-support regions, then
computing the regions requiring support for each layer, and
finally the complete support structure of the 3D object is
computed. In PBench, it is implemented by first augmenting
the contours of the current layer a certain range representing
self-support, then computing the difference between the cur-
rent and the previous layer as the regions requiring support.
Finally adding support from the top to the bottom to derive
the complete support structure.

B. Testbench Description

The selected testbenches are shown in Figure 2, and char-
acterized in Table I. It can be observed that the chosen design
of the testbenches range from kilobyte to megabyte in size, as
well as cover four different domains. These testbenches meet
the requirements of coverage, diversity and representativeness.
Cylinder is a simple geometry product, the height of which
is 10 centimeters. Club is a daily tool model. It is relatively
small in size, and the height is 2 centimeters. Bull is an
animal design model. The size of bull is 2.6 centimeters. Ring
and Cam are two kinds of ring knots, and cam is relatively
more complex in structure. Their heights are 20.4 and 18.3
centimeters, respectively. Radial impeller is an industry part
which is prevalent in industry engineering, and its height is
17.5 centimeters.

V. BENCHMARK CHARACTERIZATION

To explore the characteristics of PBench, and provide in-
sights into improving hardware architecture for 3D printing

Fig. 3. TotalChar characterization method.

prefabrication domain, we evaluate PBench using a new char-
acterization method, TotalChar, which profiles benchmarks in
three dimensions.

The diagram of TotalChar is shown in Figure 3. Each
dimension of analysis in TotalChar have different focuses on
the properties of the PBench. Microarchitecture independent
analysis aims to seek the character which is invariant on dif-
ferent architectures; architecture bottleneck analysis inspects
the architecture in detail to detect where the time is spent;
functional performance analysis finds the performance of each
function block. From each of these three analysis, we gain
different insights for hardware improving. Microarchitecture
independent analysis forms a solid base understanding of
PBench; architecture bottleneck analysis detects which method
is appropriate for enhancing performance; functional per-
formance analysis reveals the target function block which
plays the most significant role in system performance. In this
paper, we first perform microarchitecture independent analysis,
then architecture bottleneck analysis and finally the functional
performance analysis.

A. Microarchitecture Independent Analysis

The microarchitecture independent characters of a bench-
mark depict the invariant properties that remains constant
under different architectures. Analyzing these characters is
not only a good first-order measurement that provides insight
into the benchmark itself, but also forms a solid basis for
future architecture bottleneck analysis. The matrix we use for
analysis is focused on three main categories: compute, memory
and control [23].

We evaluate these properties using gem5. The gem5 simula-
tor is an open-source simulation platform for computer-system
architecture research, encompassing system-level architecture
as well as processor micro-architecture [1]. With gem5 we can
trace the flow of every instruction as well as the movement of
data, which provides the opportunity to inspect the properties
of the benchmark. Because the target properties in this section
are microarchitecture independent characters, it makes no
difference no matter which CPU configuration we use. So we
choose the default out-of-order CPU with X86 ISA in gem5.
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Fig. 4. Instruction mix of PBench.

1) Compute: The first category we want to study is the
compute behaviors, which analyze the instruction sequences
of programs and explore their execution patterns. In this
category, we will focus on instruction mix which break
down the executed instructions into compute, memory and
control categories [23]. We average the instruction mix of
the six input STL files for each benchmark in PBench. As
shown in Figure 4, each bar represents the average instruction
mix of each benchmark. In general, PBench encompasses a
relatively high portion of compute instructions, and a low
portion of control instructions. Specifically, the overall average
percentage of compute, memory and control instructions of
PBench are 59.51%, 31.81% and 8.68%, respectively. Since
the control percentage is small, it is likely that PBench is
highly predictable, which will be confirmed in the analysis of
control behavior.

The difference of instruction mix between benchmarks
indicates their difference in computing behavior. For exam-
ple, marching slicing has a relatively larger percentage of
memory instructions than closest distance slicing, specifi-
cally, 33.61% for marching slicing and 22.33% for closest
distance slicing. This results from the fact that marching
slicing needs to create a half edge data structure to store
all the input data, but closest distance slicing does not.
Referencing and searching through this large structure requires
multiple memory access operations. This results in more
memory operations for marching slicing.

2) Memory: The invariant memory property of a program
has significant impact on architecture performance including
cache miss and memory operation latency. Benchmarking
the memory behavior will not only provide insight into the
memory constrain of a benchmark itself, but also establish
foundations for future architecture bottleneck analysis. We
will discuss three memory metrics in this section, memory
footprint, spatial locality and temporal locality.

a) Memory footprint: Memory footprint measures the
total memory space a program requires for execution. We
execute all PBench benchmarks with all input data sets, and
the memory footprint is shown in Figure 5.

This figure shows the scalability of the memory footprint of
PBench. Each line represents the memory footprint required

Fig. 5. Memory footprint of PBench.

Fig. 6. Spatial locality of PBench.

for running this benchmark given the specific input STL file.
Since the STL files are arranged according to the size, it
can be observed that as the input data size increases, the
memory required by each benchmark also increases. The av-
erage memory footprint required for executing the six PBench
benchmarks for each STL file is 8.754, 9.046, 9.638, 11.144,
11.536 and 47.171 megabytes, respectively. Moreover, there is
a turning point in this figure after which the memory footprint
grows dramatically. This is because the memory footprint of a
benchmark is determined by two factors. The first is the space
required for processing the input data, and the second is the
routine operations the program execute independent of the size
of data. When the size of STL file is small, the second factor
dominates the memory footprint, but as the size of STL file
gets larger, the first factor becomes more important, and these
result in the turning point in figure 5.

b) Spatial locality: Spatial locality measures how far
away the benchmark’s memory access occurs relative to the
previous memory access. This matrix is important for hard-
ware optimization because once we understand the strides
between each memory access, we can design caches with
lower miss rate. We show the spatial locality of PBench by
averaging the execution results of the six STL files in PBench
testbenches. The experimental result is indicated in Figure 6.

This figure shows the cumulative percentage of memory
access of each benchmark. The X coordinate indicates the
distance between each memory access in number of words (32
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Fig. 7. Temporal locality of PBench.

bits). It can be observed that these benchmarks have an initial
jump, then rising with different slopes. These are resulted from
the multiple loops of these benchmarks. In the outer loop, the
benchmarks traverse through the input data set with stride-one
access pattern, which resulted in the initial jump. In the inner
loop, these benchmarks operate on the data choosing from the
outer loop, which caused the rising of spatial locality after the
initial jump.

Take the benchmark of closest distance slicing for ex-
ample. In the outer loop, it traverses through point arrays
to choose the closest points. In the inner loop, it connects
the closest point pairs to closed contours. The traversing in
the outer loop caused the initial jump. In the inner loop, it
operates on the choosing point pairs, and the memory location
of where the choosing pairs are influences the stride of spatial
locality. In our experience, the choosing pairs can be adjacent,
or separating far away in the points array. This makes the
memory stride can be any number from 1 to the size of the
point array, which explains the continuous raising of spatial
locality.

c) Temporal locality: Temporal locality measures the
interval distance of memory accessing the same address. This
is also a very important matrix for hardware architectures since
it explores the degree of reusability. Typically, a benchmark
with a high portion of memory access that have small reuse
distance usually has a low miss rate. We perform temporal
locality analysis on PBench and the result is shown in Figure
7.

Temporal locality presents an overall trend of ascending
and saturating at some thresholds, which are also resulted
from multiple loops in PBench. In the outer loops, these
benchmarks will traverse through the data and select some
target points for further operations. This operation has little
re-usability. In the inner loops, these benchmarks perform
operations on the selected data, which causes the data reuse.
Using rasterization path planning as an example, in the
outer loop, this algorithm traverses through the input contours
to compute the intersection points with the rasterization nets.
In the inner loop, it sorts and traverses these intersection
points. The re-usability comes in the operations on these
intersection points, and the size of the intersection points

Fig. 8. Branch entropy of PBench.

influences the reuse distance. In our experience, the size of
the intersection points varies from several points to dozens of
points, which causes the reuse distance continuously ascending
from 2 to 128 as indicated in Figure 7.

Both spatial locality and temporal locality analysis provide
the hint that PBench contains multiple loops, which are
many fixed function blocks. Following this hint we observe
interesting property in architecture bottleneck analysis and we
show that there are opportunities for fixed function accelerator
design for hardware improvement of PBench.

3) Control: A modern superscalar CPU always specula-
tively execute instructions to achieve higher performance,
which requires predicting the control flow of a benchmark. The
control flow measurement quantifies the degree of predictabil-
ity of a program. We use branch history entropy to describe
the predictability of PBench. This method was proposed by
Yokota et al in 2008, which combines Shannon’s entropy with
branch prediction [29]. In general, branch predictions largely
depend on the randomness of the pattern of branches. The
more regularity of a serial of branch results, the more likely
branch predictors produce the correct prediction result.

We measure the randomness of control patterns in every
10 consecutive branches, and the result is shown in Figure 8.
Each bar represents the average entropy of executing six input
testbenches of Pbench. It is observed that all benchmarks have
a very low branch entropy. This confirms our assumption in the
section of compute analysis that the predictability of PBench
is high.

B. Architecture Bottleneck Analysis
Microarchitecture independent analysis forms a solid base

understanding of PBench. Only utilizing this analysis, how-
ever, does not reveal architecture detail performance. In order
to provide more knowledge on architecture properties and
insights for architecture improvement, we perform architecture
bottleneck analysis on PBench.

Architecture bottleneck analysis focuses on one specific
CPU. Without loss of generality, we choose the most prevalent
and representative CPU in PCs, Intel i7 processor. We run
this experiment in real machine, and the detailed system
information is shown in Table II. The method we use for
inspecting architecture properties is Top-Down analysis. Top-
Down analysis is a method developed by Yasin A in Intel
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TABLE II
REAL MACHINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.

Component Configuration
Processor Intel Core I7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz
Memory 7.7 GB
Operating System Ubuntu 14.04 LTS

which can quickly identify true bottlenecks in out-of-order
processors [28]. It utilizes the counters in the hardware perfor-
mance counter unit available in Intel processors to measure the
performance of benchmark. The approach is to first categorize
the execution time into different domains, and then drill down
to the domains of interest. There are four domains in top
level: Frontend Bound, Bad Speculation, Retiring and Backend
Bound, which are as follows:

• Frontend Bound: Slots when the pipeline’s fornt end
under-supplies the back end. Front end is the portion of
the pipeline responsible for delivering operations to be
executed later by the back end.

• Bad Speculation: Slots wasted due to all aspects of
incorrect speculations.

• Retiring: Slots utilized by useful operations.
• Backend Bound: Remaining stalled slots due to lack of

required back-end resources to accept new operations.

We apply all benchmarks in PBench with each input STL
file for architecture bottleneck analysis, and the top level result
is shown in Figure 9. This figure shows the diversity of PBench
in the architecture performance. The average percentage of
frontend bound, bad speculation, backend bound and retiring
for PBench is 5.23%, 3.74% 24.79% and 66.24%, respectively.
We can observe that both the frontend and bad speculation
take relatively small percentages in the total pipeline slots. The
reason for the small frontend bound is because all these bench-
marks have multiple repetitive functions like loop, which is
indicated in the memory section of microarchitecture indepen-
dent analysis. These repetitive functions, with their code size
within the range of L1 code cache, result in large portion of L1
cache hits in instruction fetch, which makes the frontend bound
not a bottleneck in the architecture performance. A small
percentage of bad speculation indicates that the control flow
of these benchmarks are predictable. Hence bad speculation is
negligible in architecture performance, which is also consistent
with our points in the control section of microarchitecture
independent analysis. The backend bound of these benchmarks
consumes a relatively large portion of pipeline slots. This
is reasonable because backend bound represents slots stalled
due to lack of computing resources or the delay in memory
operation. So this stage should consume a considerable amount
of pipeline slots. The interesting observation is that most
of the benchmarks in PBench spend a majority of slots in
retiring. Retiring represents the useful work committed by
this processor. The higher ratio of retiring compared to the
total slots is, the higher instructions per cycle the processor
achieves. This indicates how efficient a processor executes a
program.

Fig. 9. Accumulative run time of PBench. Each benchmark is divided to four
pipeline slots: frontend bound (FB), bad speculation (BS), backend bound
(BB) and retiring (R).

The top level analysis of PBench reveals multiple ways
for performance improvements. The first is the utilization
of specialized function hardware. The low portion of bad
speculation shows that the control predictability of PBench
is high. The low frontend bound ratio infers the instruction
of PBench has a relatively small size and large re-usability.
These benchmarks have a high percentage of retiring, which
means the processor issuers short instructions intensively, with
less wait time. A predictable control flow, multiple iterative
functions, as well as compact and intensive instruction ex-
ecution, all these properties provide potential possibility of
using fixed function hardware, e.g., instruction set extension
or specialized processing unit. Another method for potential
performance enhancement is to explore the parallelism. There
are multiple levels of parallelism, and PBench utilizes most of
instruction-level parallelism and thread-level parallelism. The
reasons are as follows: the low frontend bound shows these
programs have multiple loops, as indicated in their algorithm
design, each benchmark utilizes loops in different levels. An
outer loop for the operation of different layers, and many inner
loops for iterative operations of the data of the current layer.
On the other hand, the high retiring rate reveals that most
of the time the processor can execute instructions without
waiting for data, which indicates a low data dependency. Given
the low data dependency, it is promising to use different
levels of parallelism to improve the architecture performance
of PBench. One strategy is that we can apply thread-level
parallelism to the outer loop, and instruction-level parallelism
to the inner loop.

C. Functional Performance Analysis

From microarchitecture independent analysis and architec-
ture bottleneck analysis, we establish a concrete understanding
of the intrinsic behaviors and architecture performance of
PBench, and we know which methods are appropriate to
improve 3D printing prefabrication. But architects would ben-
eficial more if they could know which function of a program
is the bottleneck by designing hardware accelerating this
bottleneck. In order to provide this convenience, we perform
functional performance analysis on PBench.
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TABLE III
MAPPING OF FUNCTION BLOCKS TO BENCHMARKS

Benchmark Function blocks
cds FileIO, intersection, distance
ms FileIO, intersection, sorting, traverse
sbs FileIO, intersection, sorting, traverse
rpp FileIO, intersection, sorting
copp FileIO, contour offset
sg FileIO, traverse

Functional performance analysis defines multiple common
function blocks for PBench, and divides each benchmark into
these blocks. Then the information of runtime and energy
consumption of each function block of each program can be
collected. The function blocks are defined as follows:

• File I/O represents the process of read the input data and
store the output result.

• Intersection is a ubiquitous operation in PBench. It de-
notes the operation of computing the intersection between
two geometry object, e.g. the intersection of triangle and
line, or the intersection of contour with mesh.

• Distance computes the Euclidean distance of two vertex.
This function is only executed in shortest distance
slicing algorithm.

• Sorting is a method of computing the sequence of an
array. In PBench, the element of the array could be
integers, or different data structures.

• ContourOffset represents the function of moving the
contour inward certain distances. It is uniquely used in
contouroffset path planning.

• Traverse is an operation regarding a specific segment or
the whole regions of a data block. It traverse through the
data block, meanwhile executing simple arithmetic and
logic operations, e.g., add, minus, or, etc.

Each benchmark in PBench can be regarded as the com-
bination of multiple function blocks in certain sequence. The
mapping of each benchmark to these function blocks is shown
in Table III.

1) Runtime analysis: In order to provide accurate result,
we evaluate the run time of PBench on real machines. The
system configuration is the same as the experimental setup
in architecture bottleneck analysis (as shown in Table II).
On one hand, we want PBench to have diversity, so that
each benchmark will explore something new. On the other
hand, we eager to find the common behavior of PBench,
which will provide insight into the methods for improving
3D printing prefabrication. So we perform runtime analysis in
two dimensions. The first is dissimilarity, which characterizes
the difference among benchmarks. The other is commonality,
which shows the common behavior and the scalability of
PBench.

To characterize the property of dissimilarity, we apply each
benchmark of PBench with each design file into this system.
We average the run time over each benchmark, and split the
time fraction to each function block. The performance result
is shown in Figure 10. Each bar represents the average run

Fig. 10. Average runtime split for each function block.

Fig. 11. Accumulative runtime of PBench.

time a benchmark takes for executing each design STL in
the input set of PBench. The average run time for executing
the six testbenches are 4.09, 1.02, 3.67, 1.43, 2.19, 1.42
seconds for closest distance slicing, marching slicing,
sampling based slicing, rasterization path planning,
contour offset path planning and support generation,
respectively. Different regions of the bar indicate the portion
of time each function block consumes. This figure shows the
diversity of computing patterns for PBench by exploring the
difference of function blocks in each benchmark. Although
different benchmarks may share the same function block, the
combinations of blocks and percentage of the run time for
each function block are different, which results in different
bottlenecks for each benchmark. Closest distance slicing
is dominated by distance computing block. There are two
dominant function blocks in marching slicing, traverse
and intersection computing. In sampling based slicing,
most of the time is spent in FileIO. The bottleneck func-
tion of rasterization path planning and contour offset
path planning are intersection processing and contour
offsetting block each. Support generation is mainly influ-
enced by traversing. It can also be inferred that among these
six benchmarks, closest distance slicing and sampling
based slicing are the two most time consuming algorithms,
and these two benchmarks are all in the stage of slicing. This
indicates that slicing is the bottleneck among the three stages
in prefabrication.
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To analyze the characteristics of commonality and scala-
bility, we apply all programs in PBench with each design
document file, and compute the aggregated run time of each
function block. The results are shown in Figure 11. Each
bar indicates the total time spent executing PBench for each
STL file, and the segments of the bar reflect the aggregated
run time for each function block. The total run time for
performing the six benchmarks are 3.31, 0.89, 1.24, 8.51,
22.56, 46.45 seconds for the STL file of cylinder, club, bull,
ring, cam and radial impeller, respectively. It is observed
that the run time of certain function blocks are constant
or have little variation for different STL file, e.g., FileIO
changes slightly for the STL file of ring, cam and radial.
This is because of two reasons. Firstly, although FileIO is
directly affected by the size of STL file, it is also influenced
by the number of layers cut for the design STL file. The
size of radial is larger than cam and ring, but the layers
of ring and cam is more than radial. Secondly, there are
many routine operations for FileIO such as the standard input
and output format processing. These operations are constant
when applied with different STL files. These two reasons
makes the FileIO of these three STL files virtually the
same. We also observe some interesting behavior from Figure
11. When STL size is small, the run time is dominated by
FileIO. As STL grows larger and more complex, the function
block of intersection and distance consume an increasingly
significant portion of total run time. The reasons are as follows:
Because FileIO has many routine operations, when STL is
small, these operations become important and make FileIO
the bottleneck. When STL grows larger, the data processing
blocks become dominant. The data processing blocks are
mainly intersection and distance computing in 3D printing
prefabrication. Intersection is a popular function in PBench,
e.g., closest distance slicing, marching slicing, sampling
based slicing, rasterization path planning. Distance is
only utilized by closest distance slicing, but as shown in
Figure 10, it consumes a large percentage of time. So both
the ratios of intersection and distance grow tremendously
as STL size becomes large. The trend of STL design file is that
it will become larger, more complex and more refinement. It
can be predicted that in the future, 3D printing prefabrication
will be dominated by intersection and distance computing
blocks.

The dissimilarity and commonality analysis of PBench pro-
vide insights for hardware optimization. For the task of dealing
with tongs of small size STL files, hardware improvement
will be significant if architects focus on the optimization of
FileIO function. On the other hand, when the goal is to
increase the speed for executing large design documents, or to
design a hardware benefiting the next-generation 3D printing
prefabrication, we should pay more attention to intersection
and distance function blocks.

2) Energy analysis: In order to provide solid hardware
comparison baseline, we also provide energy analysis for
PBench. We again perform this experiment on real machine of
the same system configuration. The result is shown in Figure

Fig. 12. Energy consumption of PBench.

12. Each line represents the energy consumption of each
benchmark for the given input STL file. The first observation
is that the energy consumption has an overall increasing
trend as STL size grows larger. Specifically, the total energy
consumption of PBench is 34.12, 9.20, 12.17, 84.20, 300.25,
769.81 Joules for cylinder, club, bull, ring, cam, radial,
respectively. The overall increasing trend is resulted from the
relationship between energy and runtime. Comparing Figure
11 and Figure 12, energy consumption is proportional to the
runtime, which is affected by the size, complexity and number
of layers of the design file. As STL evolves larger, the overall
energy consumption also increases. We also observe that the
energy dominating benchmark among PBench varies as STL
changes. This is because sampling based slicing has more
data independent operations than closest distance slicing
and marching slicing. When STL size is small, these routine
operations dominant, which make sampling based slicing
dominate energy consumption. When STL grows larger, data
dependent operations become dominant and this makes the
closest distance slicing and marching slicing spend more
energy. We also observe that there are some exception points in
this figure. The STL files are arranged based on their size, but
the energy consumption of club and bull is less than cylinder.
This is because the energy consumption is not only affected
by the size, but also by the number of layers of a STL file. The
layers of club and bull is significantly smaller than cylinder,
which result in the energy consumption of these two STL files
smaller.

D. Summary

The TotalChar framework reveals many interesting prop-
erties of this benchmark suite. Specifically, microarchitecture
independent analysis shows the invariant characters of PBench
in instruction mix, memory behavior and branch entropy.
Architecture bottleneck analysis presents PBench to a pop-
ular modern computer system and discusses the architecture
bottleneck of PBench. On the basis of this analysis, we
conclude that 3D printing prefabrication has great potential
to improve through accelerator design and parallelism explo-
ration. Functional performance analysis divides PBench into
several function blocks and examines the high level character
of each block. This analysis provides the insight that we should
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focus on intersection and distance function blocks for next-
generation 3D printing prefabrication performance optimiza-
tion. In sum, microarchitecture independent analysis forms a
base understanding of PBench, architecture bottleneck analysis
provides the method for hardware performance improvement,
and functional performance analysis indicates the object for ar-
chitecture design. These three dimension analysis approaches
work collaboratively to characterize PBench and identify the
potential on accelerating 3D printing prefabrication.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the computational challenge
in the 3D printing prefabrication. We developed PBench, an
open-source benchmark suite to establish the standard eval-
uation on 3D printing prefabrication. Also, we characterized
PBench using TotalChar, which study PBench from three di-
mensions: microarchitecture independent analysis, architecture
bottleneck analysis and functional performance analysis. The
experimental results showed that there is a significant potential
to accelerate 3D printing prefabrication by specified function
accelerator design and parallelism exploration.
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